
Accessibility Disclosure

At Gauthier Chrysler, we are committed to ensuring that our website is accessible to everyone,
including individuals with disabilities. We strive to provide an inclusive digital experience that
meets the needs of all our customers.

Our Commitment

Gauthier Chrysler is dedicated to continually improving the accessibility of our website. We are
actively working to increase the usability and accessibility of our site, guided by the Web
Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) 2.1, which set international standards for web
accessibility.

Accessibility Features

● Keyboard Navigation: Our website is fully navigable using keyboard shortcuts, allowing
users who cannot use a mouse to access all content efficiently.

● Alternative Text for Images: We provide descriptive alternative text for all images,
enabling users who rely on screen readers to understand visual content.

● Adjustable Text Size: Our website allows users to adjust text size for improved
readability.

● Clear Structure and Headings: We use semantic HTML5 elements and ARIA
landmarks to ensure a logical structure and clear headings, facilitating easier navigation.

● Contrast and Readability: High-contrast colors and legible fonts are used throughout
our site to enhance visibility and readability for all users.

● Accessible Forms: All forms on our website are designed for accessibility, with proper
labeling and instructions to assist users with disabilities.

Ongoing Efforts

Accessibility is an ongoing effort at Gauthier Chrysler. Our team regularly reviews our website to
identify and address any accessibility issues. We also welcome feedback from our users to help
us improve the accessibility of our site.



Third-Party Content

While we strive to ensure accessibility of our website, some third-party content may not fully
conform to our accessibility standards. We are committed to working with third parties to
improve the accessibility of their content.

Feedback and Contact Information

If you encounter any accessibility barriers while using our website or have suggestions for
improvement, please contact us:

● Email: info@gauthierchrysler.com
● Phone: (204) 661-8999
● Mail: Gauthier Chrysler, 1375 Regent Ave W, Winnipeg, MB R2C 3B2

We are committed to addressing accessibility issues promptly and effectively. Your feedback is
invaluable to us in our ongoing efforts to improve our website.

Thank you for choosing Gauthier Chrysler.


